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VISION

MISSION 

Our Products

To be a modern distribution company utilizing high technology, 
develop our solid network, providing our society value-adding 
services with high quality consumer goods.

Is a journey to a sustainable and profitable growth, expand the 
reach creating long-term value for our customers, our people and 
our business partners, while maintaining our values and integrity. 

DESCO manufacturers a complete line of premium mance in some 
of the world's most the biggest Korean producers for drilling rigs. 
They sold over 5000 units during factory production line.

1.    Drilling Machines
1.1  DESCO Drill Rig:

I N D E X About
Addaan Trading Company LTD (AITC)

AITC Ltd is a global Trading company specialized in the procurement of 
spare parts and equipment used in the Mining. 

We are agent for many brands and are providing drilling tools,bits, rods, 
machines, mud pumps. We are exclusive distribution agents for dozens 
of companies.

Our comprehensive range of services & products provide the customer 
with, innovative, effective, strategic as well as cost effective solutions.

Our earnest effort
to build your Success.
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SP6500SA-RC for exploration RC & diamond drilling.

Design for drilling up to RC - 350M & HQ - 400M.

Multi-purpose (reverse circulation & diamond drilling methods).

Wireline system

Percussion & rotary' drilling methods (Additional).

Vertical. Angle Drilling (45 degree - go degree) capability.

Foot clamping system.

All instrument & control levers are concentrated.

Mounted full package on drill rig.

Self-loading system.

Installed major hyd. Parts so easy to find spare parts in the market.

Options - inverter. auto rod changer. pre-heating system. 

wireless remote control and so on.

As one of the most standard drills upto RC 4" -350M. 
HO-7OOM depth for exploration drilling (RC & Diamond).

SP6500SA-RC surface coring drill is an advanced addition 
to the SP-SA-RC series featuring a telescopic and dump 
mast. 

SP6500SA-RC is capable multi-purpose of both reverse 
circulation & diamond coring well as DTH, rotary
drilling methods with pullback capacity of 16 ton and a 
torque can be increased. 

SP6500SA-RC can also include advanced rod 
management system that ensures safe and efficient 
operation.

The reverse circulation (RC) drilling method utilizes to 
collect rock samples quickly and efficiently.

The high drilling speed and low cost of RC drilling makes it 
an ideal method for exploration project.

1.1.1. SP6500SA-RC & DD
(Most Standard)

SP5500SA-RC for exploration RC & diamond drilling.

Design for drilling up to RC - 250M & HQ 400M.

Multi-purpose (reverse circulation & diamond drilling methods) .

Wireline system.

Percussion & rotary drilling methods (Additional).

Vertical, Angle Drilling (45 degree - 90 degree) capability .

Foot clamping system.

All instrument & control levers are concentrated.

Mounted full package on drill rig.

Self-loading system.

Installed major hyd Parts so easy to find spare parts in the market.

Options - inverter, auto rod changer, pre-heating system, 

wireless remote control and so on

As one of the most standard drills upto RC 4" -250M. 

HQ-400M depth for exploration drilling (RC & Diamond).

SP5500SA-RC surface coring drill is an advanced addition 

to the SP-SA-RC series featuring a telescopic and dump 

mast. 

SP5500SA-RC is capable mu If-purpose of both reverse 

circulation & diamond coring as well as DTH, rotary

drilling methods with pullback capacity of 12 ton and a 

torque can be increased SP5500SA-RC can also include a 

advanced rod management system that ensures safe and 

efficient operation The reverse circulation (RC) drilling 

method utilizes to collect rock samples quickly and 

efficiently The high drilling speed and low cost of RC 

drilling makes it an ideal method for exploration project.

1.1.2. SP5500SA-RC & DD
(Most simple & compact)
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SP7000SA-RC for exploration RC & diamond drilling5.

Design for drilling up to RC- 600M & PQ 1000M.

Multi-purpose (reverse circulation & diamond drilling methods) .

Wireline system.

Percussion & rotary drilling methods (Additional) .

Vertical. Angle Drilling (45 degree - go degree) capability .

Foot clamping system.

All instrument & control levers are concentrated.

Mounted full package on drill rig.

Self-loading system.

Installed major hyd Parts so easy to find spare parts in the market.

Options - inverter. auto rod changer. pre-heating system.

wireless remote control and so on.

As one of the most standard drills upto RC 4" -600M. 
PQ-1000M depth for exploration drilling (RC & Diamond).
SP7500SA-RC surface coring drill is an advanced addition 
to the SP-SA-RC series featuring a telescopic and dump 
mast.

SP7500SA-RC is capable multi-purpose of both reverse 
circulation & diamond coring as well as DTH, rotary
drilling methods with pullback capacity of 30 ton and a 
torque can be increased.

SP7500SA-RC can also include advanced rod 
management system that ensures safe and efficient 
operation.

The reverse circulation (RC) drilling method utilizes to 
collect rock samples quickly and efficiently.

The high drilling speed and low cost of RC drilling makes it 
an ideal method for exploration project of deeper RC
& diamond drilling.

1.1.3. SP7500SA-RC & DD
(Deep exploration diamond drilling)

Barkom has a big market share for many years in diamond core drilling and as well as 

its own drilling equipment.

Barkom Group manufactures Underground Drill Rigs. BDU 400X specifically designed 

for underground diamond core drilling. Its modular structure enables it to fit narrow 

and confined areas of underground galleries. BDU 600 is designed to improve the 

performance of BDU 400X as well as adding new features to it. One of the major 

differences is the diesel engine and track system added to the rig.

BDU 600
Undewrground Drill Rig

1.2. BARKOM Drill Rig

1.2.1. BDU 600 Underground Drill Rig
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Wireline System

360º Rotating Mast

Triplex Mud Pump
Portable Control Panel

Crawler 

Gearbox with
High Torque
Output

BDU 600 Underground Drill Rig
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BDU 600 Technical Information 1.2.2. BDU 400 Underground Drill Rig
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BDU 600 Technical Information 1.2.2. BDU 400 Underground Drill Rig
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Technical Specifications (BDU 400) 1.4. American Mfg Company
American Mfg Company is a quality manufacturer of replacement parts for the wide variety of 
mud pumps, centrifugal pumps, rig parts, and swivel parts found on the World market today. 
American Mfg Company's plant is located in beautiful St. Joseph, Minnesota in America's 
heartland. A highly trained staff uses state-of-the-art equipment and proven quality control 
methods to produce the finest pump replacement parts found in the market today.

1- American AW1122D Piston Pump
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2- American AW1122BCD Piston Pump

AW11 Piston Pump Data

30 BHP Continuous Duty (36 BHP Intermittent Duty)

3- American AL0918B Piston Pump

AL0918 Piston Pump Data

11.6 BHP Continuous Duty (13.8 BHP Intermittent Duty)
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2- American AW1122BCD Piston Pump

AW11 Piston Pump Data
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AL0918 Piston Pump Data
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4-American AME0413HD Piston Pump

AME0413HD Piston Pump Data

6.7 BHP Continuous Duty (8.5 BHP Intermittent Duty)

5-American 470 Piston Pump

AL11 Piston Pump Data

37 BHP Continuous Duty (52 BHP Intermittent Duty)
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6- American AL0918D Piston Pump

AL0918 Piston Pump Data

11.6 BHP Continuous Duty (13.8 BHP Intermittent Duty) 1-Diamond Drilling

For Drillers who Demand the Best

EHWA Diamond Industrial Co. Ltd and General Tool have developed a family of Drilling 

Tools to achieve maximum performance for all drilling applications .

These tools include :
  • Impregnated core bits
  • Reaming shells
  • Casing shoes
  • Thin wall core bits
  • Diamond blades for cutting core samples

MINING CORE BITS

• Explorer Series 

EHWA offers two grades of bits for all drilling applications. Each bit has 
a standard diamond depth of 13mm, controlled distribution of 
diamond, a pre - conditioned matrix for reduced break - in time, 
advanced engineered waterways for enhanced flow, and precise 
placement of natural diamonds, TC pads, and TSP diamond for ID and 
OD wear protection.

The Explorer Series of Impregnated Core Bits is a unique 
blend of components and ultra high quality diamonds 
designed for the most demanding drilling applications. 
Each core bit is manufactured under controlled 
conditions to ensure consistency and repeatability. The 
Explorer Series provides a variety of matrices for all rock 
formations.

• Pro Series

The Geo - Pro Series of Impregnated Core Bits is 
manufactured with the same precise high quality 
standards as the Explorer Series. These bits were 
developed for the Drilling Contractor that demands 
consistency of product and performance under the 
severest ground conditions. Available in four (4) distinct 
series.

Pie Type
• Other crown profiles available upon request.
• All crown profiles available for both Explorer 
   and Geo - Pro Seriesipsum

Diamond Drilling Tools
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Bit Matrix Availability

BWL CORE BARREL (1.5 & 3 M)

BWLU CORE BARREL 1,5M & 3M

Wireline Core Barrel
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Bit Matrix Availability

BWL CORE BARREL (1.5 & 3 M)

BWLU CORE BARREL 1,5M & 3M

Wireline Core Barrel
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NWL CORE BARREL (1.5 & 3 M)

NWLU CORE BARREL 1,5M & 3M

NWLTK/NWL2” CORE BARREL 1,5M & 3M

HWL CORE BARREL 1,5M & 3M
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NWL CORE BARREL (1.5 & 3 M)

NWLU CORE BARREL 1,5M & 3M

NWLTK/NWL2” CORE BARREL 1,5M & 3M

HWL CORE BARREL 1,5M & 3M
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PWL CORE BARREL 1,5M & 3M

NWL3 CORE BARREL (1.5 & 3 M)

PWL CORE BARREL 1,5M & 3M

NWL3 CORE BARREL (1.5 & 3 M)
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PWL CORE BARREL 1,5M & 3M

NWL3 CORE BARREL (1.5 & 3 M)

PWL CORE BARREL 1,5M & 3M

NWL3 CORE BARREL (1.5 & 3 M)
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CORE BARREL 1.5M & 3M CONVERSION KITS
NWL3 CORE BARREL 1.5M & 3M CONVERSION KIT

HWL3 CORE BARREL 1.5M & 3M CONVERSION KIT

PWL3 CORE BARREL 1.5M & 3M CONVERSION KIT

B SINGLE TUBE CORE BARREL

T DOUBLE TUBE CORE BARREL

T6 S DOUBLE TUBE SPLIT CORE BARREL
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CORE BARREL 1.5M & 3M CONVERSION KITS
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WG SINGLE TUBE CORE BARREL

WM DOUBLE TUBE CORE BARREL

BWL INNER TUBE ASSEMBLY
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WG SINGLE TUBE CORE BARREL

WM DOUBLE TUBE CORE BARREL

BWL INNER TUBE ASSEMBLY
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BWLU INNER TUBE ASSEMBLY BWLU INNER TUBE ASSEMBLY
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BWLU INNER TUBE ASSEMBLY BWLU INNER TUBE ASSEMBLY
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NWLU INNER TUBE ASSEMBLY NWLTK/NWL2” INNER TUBE ASSEMBLY
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NWLU INNER TUBE ASSEMBLY NWLTK/NWL2” INNER TUBE ASSEMBLY
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PWL INNER TUBE ASSEMBLY HWL INNER TUBE ASSEMBLY
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PWL INNER TUBE ASSEMBLY HWL INNER TUBE ASSEMBLY
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OVERSHOT SURFACE

BWL / BWLTK E-ZY LOCK OVERSHOT

Overshot

NWL /NWLTK / NWL3 E-ZY LOCK OVERSHOT
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OVERSHOT SURFACE

BWL / BWLTK E-ZY LOCK OVERSHOT

Overshot

NWL /NWLTK / NWL3 E-ZY LOCK OVERSHOT
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NWL /NWLTK / NWL3 E-ZY LOCK OVERSHOT PWL / PWL3 E-ZY LOCK OVERSHOT
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NWL /NWLTK / NWL3 E-ZY LOCK OVERSHOT PWL / PWL3 E-ZY LOCK OVERSHOT
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OVERSHOT SURFACE

BWLU OVERSHOT

NWLU OVERSHOT

HWLU OVERSHOT
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OVERSHOT SURFACE

BWLU OVERSHOT

NWLU OVERSHOT

HWLU OVERSHOT
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Over Shot Spare Kit

BWL / BWLTK OVERSHOT SPARE KIT

NWL / NWLTK / NWL3 OVERSHOT SPARE KIT

HWL / HWL3 / PWL / PWL3 OVERSHOT SPARE KIT

BWLU OVERSHOT SPARES KIT
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Over Shot Spare Kit

BWL / BWLTK OVERSHOT SPARE KIT

NWL / NWLTK / NWL3 OVERSHOT SPARE KIT

HWL / HWL3 / PWL / PWL3 OVERSHOT SPARE KIT

BWLU OVERSHOT SPARES KIT
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NWLU OVERSHOT SPARE KIT

HWLU OVERSHOT SPARE KIT

Drill Rod and Casings
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NWLU OVERSHOT SPARE KIT

HWLU OVERSHOT SPARE KIT

Drill Rod and Casings
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Auxliliary Equipment

DRILL ROD ADAPTORS
ADAPTORS OVERVIEW

Casing Cutters Overview
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Auxliliary Equipment

DRILL ROD ADAPTORS
ADAPTORS OVERVIEW

Casing Cutters Overview
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Manuel Foot Clamp

Hydraulic Foot Clamp

Water Swivel Overview
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Manuel Foot Clamp

Hydraulic Foot Clamp

Water Swivel Overview
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Hoisting Plug Overview

Loading Chamber & Spares

Recovery Tools

Inner Tube & Outer Tube Wrenches
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Hoisting Plug Overview

Loading Chamber & Spares

Recovery Tools

Inner Tube & Outer Tube Wrenches
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Geotechnical And Soil Improvement

SPT Split tube sampler is utilized in the 'Standard Test Method for 
Standard Penetration Test (SPT) and Split-Barrel Sampling of Soils', used 
for determining the bearing capacity of the material. SPT Split tube 
sampler is designed for non-cohesive soil formation such as sands and 
gravels from which it is virtually impossible to obtain undisturbed 
samples, where samples taken this way are considered disturbed. SPT 
Split Tube Sampler is manufactured from high tensile alloy steel tube and 
SPT Shoe is heat treated to be hardened in order to give an optimum 
wear resistance.

Other diameters and rod connections can also be manufactured according to client request. Both 
rod connections are available at each SPT Split Tube Sampler as AW-BW rod.

Shelby Tube Sampler is utilized in the 'Standard Practice for Thin-Walled Tube Sampling of Soils 
for Geotechnical Purposes', used for sampling undisturbed samples of cohesive silts and soft 
clays. This sampler should be forced into the soil by pressing under steady pressure in order to 
take sample.

Split Tube Sampler

Shelby Tube Sampler

AITC provides our clients high quality Automatic Drive Hammer for 
Standard Penetration Test (SPT).

SPT Drive Rods and a Split Tube Sampler are connected to base of the 
anvil of Automatic Drive Hammer and driven into the ground by the 
falling weight of 63.5 kg to complete mechanism by automatically.

The overall length of the hammer is 2.6 m extended and 1.8 m when no 
extended. The total weight of the hammer is 107 kg.

Automatic SPT Hammer

SPT HYDRAULIC HAMMER

DRIVE HAMMER

NOTE :

Hammer Weight : 63.5 kg - 140 lbs
Hammer Travel Distance : 76.2 cm - 30”

There is another options for drive hammer, 
Barkom offers 63,5 kg Drive Hammer made from 
high quality cast iron forged steel eyebolts and 
extra heavy provide safety and wearing qualities.

Motor Requirement for Hydraulic SPT Hammer; Maximum Flow Rate: 60 l/min = 15.85 gpm 
Maximum Pressure: 140 bar = 2030.5 psi Motor can work with open spool control valve also.

We are supplying Automatic SPT Hammer and Hydraulic SPT Hammer that are of high quality for 
reasoneable price, Standard Penetration Test (SPT).
Usage of Automatic SPT Hammer; SPT Drive Rods and a Split Tube Sampler are connected to base 
of the anvil of Automatic SPT Hammer and driven into the ground by the falling weight of 63.5 kg 
complete mechanism by automatically.
The overall length of the hammer is 2.6 m extended and 1.8 m when no extended. The total 
weight of the hammer is 107 kg.
Additionally to Automatic SPT Hammer, Hydraulic SPT Hammer is designed to be operated by 
hydraulic driven of machine. Hammer weight is 63.5kg (140Ibs) and hammer travel distance is 
76.2cm.

SPT Hammer
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Geotechnical And Soil Improvement

SPT Split tube sampler is utilized in the 'Standard Test Method for 
Standard Penetration Test (SPT) and Split-Barrel Sampling of Soils', used 
for determining the bearing capacity of the material. SPT Split tube 
sampler is designed for non-cohesive soil formation such as sands and 
gravels from which it is virtually impossible to obtain undisturbed 
samples, where samples taken this way are considered disturbed. SPT 
Split Tube Sampler is manufactured from high tensile alloy steel tube and 
SPT Shoe is heat treated to be hardened in order to give an optimum 
wear resistance.

Other diameters and rod connections can also be manufactured according to client request. Both 
rod connections are available at each SPT Split Tube Sampler as AW-BW rod.

Shelby Tube Sampler is utilized in the 'Standard Practice for Thin-Walled Tube Sampling of Soils 
for Geotechnical Purposes', used for sampling undisturbed samples of cohesive silts and soft 
clays. This sampler should be forced into the soil by pressing under steady pressure in order to 
take sample.

Split Tube Sampler

Shelby Tube Sampler

AITC provides our clients high quality Automatic Drive Hammer for 
Standard Penetration Test (SPT).

SPT Drive Rods and a Split Tube Sampler are connected to base of the 
anvil of Automatic Drive Hammer and driven into the ground by the 
falling weight of 63.5 kg to complete mechanism by automatically.

The overall length of the hammer is 2.6 m extended and 1.8 m when no 
extended. The total weight of the hammer is 107 kg.

Automatic SPT Hammer

SPT HYDRAULIC HAMMER

DRIVE HAMMER

NOTE :

Hammer Weight : 63.5 kg - 140 lbs
Hammer Travel Distance : 76.2 cm - 30”

There is another options for drive hammer, 
Barkom offers 63,5 kg Drive Hammer made from 
high quality cast iron forged steel eyebolts and 
extra heavy provide safety and wearing qualities.

Motor Requirement for Hydraulic SPT Hammer; Maximum Flow Rate: 60 l/min = 15.85 gpm 
Maximum Pressure: 140 bar = 2030.5 psi Motor can work with open spool control valve also.

We are supplying Automatic SPT Hammer and Hydraulic SPT Hammer that are of high quality for 
reasoneable price, Standard Penetration Test (SPT).
Usage of Automatic SPT Hammer; SPT Drive Rods and a Split Tube Sampler are connected to base 
of the anvil of Automatic SPT Hammer and driven into the ground by the falling weight of 63.5 kg 
complete mechanism by automatically.
The overall length of the hammer is 2.6 m extended and 1.8 m when no extended. The total 
weight of the hammer is 107 kg.
Additionally to Automatic SPT Hammer, Hydraulic SPT Hammer is designed to be operated by 
hydraulic driven of machine. Hammer weight is 63.5kg (140Ibs) and hammer travel distance is 
76.2cm.

SPT Hammer
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Auger

AITC offers best quality auger and auger bit for geotechnical 
drilling application to clients. Following standard sizes are 
available in product range;

A drill pipe is a high-strength steel pipe used in drilling. Depending on the drilling method and 
purpose of drilling, pipes come in different thickness and lengths, with the most common 
lengths being 3-10 meters. Drill pipes are joined together one by one as the drill progresses 
deeper into the bedrock. Together, the pipes form a drill string, which can extend several 
kilometers down into the ground.

Each drill pipe consists of three parts welded together, a central portion and two end pieces. 
The end piece contains either a male (“pin”) or a female (“box”) thread, which permits 
interconnection of two drill pipes. The entire drill string is subjected to extremely high loads 
during drilling, and the thread is always the most critical part in each pipe. If for any reason the 
male and female thread do not fit exactly into each other, the thread will most probably break 
and you will lose your entire drill string. 

Driconeq focuses on this critical point. We have the experience and knowledge to customize 
your drill pipe to match the conditions you are drilling in. Our end pieces are manufactured in 
a high-quality steel which is then tempered to achieve a superior durability. Our technique  
extends the thread’s lifespan by over 50% compared with steel grade 4140 that is frequently 
used.

RC Drilling Tools

Drill pipes
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Auger

AITC offers best quality auger and auger bit for geotechnical 
drilling application to clients. Following standard sizes are 
available in product range;

A drill pipe is a high-strength steel pipe used in drilling. Depending on the drilling method and 
purpose of drilling, pipes come in different thickness and lengths, with the most common 
lengths being 3-10 meters. Drill pipes are joined together one by one as the drill progresses 
deeper into the bedrock. Together, the pipes form a drill string, which can extend several 
kilometers down into the ground.

Each drill pipe consists of three parts welded together, a central portion and two end pieces. 
The end piece contains either a male (“pin”) or a female (“box”) thread, which permits 
interconnection of two drill pipes. The entire drill string is subjected to extremely high loads 
during drilling, and the thread is always the most critical part in each pipe. If for any reason the 
male and female thread do not fit exactly into each other, the thread will most probably break 
and you will lose your entire drill string. 

Driconeq focuses on this critical point. We have the experience and knowledge to customize 
your drill pipe to match the conditions you are drilling in. Our end pieces are manufactured in 
a high-quality steel which is then tempered to achieve a superior durability. Our technique  
extends the thread’s lifespan by over 50% compared with steel grade 4140 that is frequently 
used.

RC Drilling Tools

Drill pipes
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In a drilling operation you need more than drill pipes to obtain a complete drill string, from the 
drilling rig to the drill bit. The construction of a drill string varies depending on the drilling method 
used, requirements on hole quality and the ground conditions.

Regardless of which drilling method you use, or what accessories you need, Driconeq will 
customise a complete solution for you. Our accessories have the same high quality as our drill 
pipes, so we can ensure maximum life for your entire drill string. Our meticulous production and 
delivery processes ensure that each part fits with the next, providing a reliable complete solution 
tailored to your wishes.

Drilling accessories

Directional boring, commonly called horizontal directional drilling or HDD, is a steerable 
trenchless method of installing underground pipe, conduit, or cable in a shallow arc along a 
prescribed bore path by using a surface-launched drilling rig, with minimal impact on the 
surrounding area.

Directional boring is used when trenching or excavating is not practical. It is suitable for a variety 
of soil conditions and jobs including road, landscape and river crossings. Directional boring is not 
practical if there are voids in the rock or incomplete layers of rock. The best material is solid rock 
or sedimentary material. Soils with cobblestone are not recommended. There are different types 
of heads used in the pilot-hole process, and they depend on the geological material.

When you need to drill high quality holes with diameters between 100-254 mm, DTH (Down The 
Hole) drilling is by far the best and most effective method. DTH drilling can be performed in most 
types of rock, hard or soft. It's a commonly used method in the mining industry (blast hole 
drilling), waterwell drilling, construction, and in the oil and gas industry.

Hdd Drilling

DTH Drilling – Efficiency and Flexibility

We don’t always know a lot about what is hidden in the bedrock 
beneath our feet. There is therefore a lot we can learn, and using 
specialist methods we can improve our knowledge significantly. 
For example, with RC drilling (reversed circulation) you can find out 
if the bedrock is strong enough to support construction or if you 
can extract materials from it.

RC Drilling – Fast and Reliable Results

AITC always sources high quality DTH Drill pipes and adaptors 
that are carefully selected seamless steel pipe and high quality 
alloy steel for joint tools and are precisely friction welded to 
ensure straightness and concentricity. These have multiple 
precisely heat-treated tool joints. Internally and externally upset 
drill rods are available.

DTH Drill Pipes and Adaptors
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In a drilling operation you need more than drill pipes to obtain a complete drill string, from the 
drilling rig to the drill bit. The construction of a drill string varies depending on the drilling method 
used, requirements on hole quality and the ground conditions.

Regardless of which drilling method you use, or what accessories you need, Driconeq will 
customise a complete solution for you. Our accessories have the same high quality as our drill 
pipes, so we can ensure maximum life for your entire drill string. Our meticulous production and 
delivery processes ensure that each part fits with the next, providing a reliable complete solution 
tailored to your wishes.

Drilling accessories

Directional boring, commonly called horizontal directional drilling or HDD, is a steerable 
trenchless method of installing underground pipe, conduit, or cable in a shallow arc along a 
prescribed bore path by using a surface-launched drilling rig, with minimal impact on the 
surrounding area.

Directional boring is used when trenching or excavating is not practical. It is suitable for a variety 
of soil conditions and jobs including road, landscape and river crossings. Directional boring is not 
practical if there are voids in the rock or incomplete layers of rock. The best material is solid rock 
or sedimentary material. Soils with cobblestone are not recommended. There are different types 
of heads used in the pilot-hole process, and they depend on the geological material.

When you need to drill high quality holes with diameters between 100-254 mm, DTH (Down The 
Hole) drilling is by far the best and most effective method. DTH drilling can be performed in most 
types of rock, hard or soft. It's a commonly used method in the mining industry (blast hole 
drilling), waterwell drilling, construction, and in the oil and gas industry.

Hdd Drilling

DTH Drilling – Efficiency and Flexibility

We don’t always know a lot about what is hidden in the bedrock 
beneath our feet. There is therefore a lot we can learn, and using 
specialist methods we can improve our knowledge significantly. 
For example, with RC drilling (reversed circulation) you can find out 
if the bedrock is strong enough to support construction or if you 
can extract materials from it.

RC Drilling – Fast and Reliable Results

AITC always sources high quality DTH Drill pipes and adaptors 
that are carefully selected seamless steel pipe and high quality 
alloy steel for joint tools and are precisely friction welded to 
ensure straightness and concentricity. These have multiple 
precisely heat-treated tool joints. Internally and externally upset 
drill rods are available.

DTH Drill Pipes and Adaptors
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AITC's solution for Eccentric Overburden Drilling System is as follows:

 Rapid removal of cuttings; High penetration rate, especially in resistant    
   rock formation.
 Easy soil and groundwater sampling during drilling.
 Possible to measure yield estimate at selected depth in the formation.
 Advantageous in unconsolidated formations with a high risk of caving.

Eccentric Overburden Drilling System Consist of Guide device, Casing shoe, Reamer, Pilot bit, 
Guide sleeve and Locking kits.

Eccentric Overburden Drilling System

AITC's solution for Eccentric Overburden Drilling System is as follows:

 Rapid removal of cuttings; High penetration rate, especially in resistant    
   rock formation.
 Easy soil and groundwater sampling during drilling.
 Possible to measure yield estimate at selected depth in the formation.
 Advantageous in unconsolidated formations with a high risk of caving.

Eccentric Overburden Drilling System Consist of Guide device, Casing shoe, Reamer, Pilot bit, 
Guide sleeve and Locking kits.

DTH drilling tool is a kind of drilling system which uses compressed air as motivation, makes 
drilling impact motivation parts down the hole, to control the piston reciprocating motion by the 
distribution device in the hammer, and then impacts the DTH bit in the front of the hammer to 
transit the impacting power to the bit. The DTH bit in the front of the hammer breaks the rock to 
drill hole. At present, DTH drilling tool is widely used in underground mining, quarries, hydraulic 
and Hydro-Power Engineering, water well drilling, Mineral exploration, anchoring hole drilling, 
geothermal engineering, Subway excavation, another civil engineering. It has the advantage of 
high flatness, smooth hole wall, high rigidity of drill rod and hammer, independent of high axial 
thrust, no limit of drilling depth, low cost of devices and easiness to maintain. At the drilling hole 
of dia.105mm dia. 254mm, a plenty of the DTH drilling tools are used.

Introduction To DTH

HBR1, HBR2 & HBR3 DTH hammer
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AITC's solution for Eccentric Overburden Drilling System is as follows:

 Rapid removal of cuttings; High penetration rate, especially in resistant    
   rock formation.
 Easy soil and groundwater sampling during drilling.
 Possible to measure yield estimate at selected depth in the formation.
 Advantageous in unconsolidated formations with a high risk of caving.

Eccentric Overburden Drilling System Consist of Guide device, Casing shoe, Reamer, Pilot bit, 
Guide sleeve and Locking kits.

Eccentric Overburden Drilling System

AITC's solution for Eccentric Overburden Drilling System is as follows:

 Rapid removal of cuttings; High penetration rate, especially in resistant    
   rock formation.
 Easy soil and groundwater sampling during drilling.
 Possible to measure yield estimate at selected depth in the formation.
 Advantageous in unconsolidated formations with a high risk of caving.

Eccentric Overburden Drilling System Consist of Guide device, Casing shoe, Reamer, Pilot bit, 
Guide sleeve and Locking kits.

DTH drilling tool is a kind of drilling system which uses compressed air as motivation, makes 
drilling impact motivation parts down the hole, to control the piston reciprocating motion by the 
distribution device in the hammer, and then impacts the DTH bit in the front of the hammer to 
transit the impacting power to the bit. The DTH bit in the front of the hammer breaks the rock to 
drill hole. At present, DTH drilling tool is widely used in underground mining, quarries, hydraulic 
and Hydro-Power Engineering, water well drilling, Mineral exploration, anchoring hole drilling, 
geothermal engineering, Subway excavation, another civil engineering. It has the advantage of 
high flatness, smooth hole wall, high rigidity of drill rod and hammer, independent of high axial 
thrust, no limit of drilling depth, low cost of devices and easiness to maintain. At the drilling hole 
of dia.105mm dia. 254mm, a plenty of the DTH drilling tools are used.

Introduction To DTH

HBR1, HBR2 & HBR3 DTH hammer
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HD 35 DTH hammer

HD 45 DTH hammer

HSD4 DTH hammer

HQL40 DTH hammer
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HD 35 DTH hammer

HD 45 DTH hammer

HSD4 DTH hammer

HQL40 DTH hammer
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HD55 DTH hammer

HSD5 DTH hammer

HQL50 DTH Hammer

HD65 DTH hammer
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HD55 DTH hammer

HSD5 DTH hammer

HQL50 DTH Hammer

HD65 DTH hammer
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HSD6 DTH hammer

HQL60 DTH hammer

HD85 DTH hammer

HSD8 DTH hammer
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HSD6 DTH hammer

HQL60 DTH hammer

HD85 DTH hammer

HSD8 DTH hammer
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HQL80 DTH hammer

HSD10 DTH hammer

HN100 DTH hammer

HSD12 DTH hammer
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HQL80 DTH hammer

HSD10 DTH hammer

HN100 DTH hammer

HSD12 DTH hammer
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HD1120 DTH hammer

HN120 DTH hammer

HN125 DTH hammer

HD35A DTH hammer

HIGH AIR PRESSURE DTH
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HD1120 DTH hammer

HN120 DTH hammer

HN125 DTH hammer

HD35A DTH hammer

HIGH AIR PRESSURE DTH
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HM30A DTH hammer

HD45A DTH hammer

HSD4A DTH hammer

HQL40A DTH hammer
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HM30A DTH hammer

HD45A DTH hammer

HSD4A DTH hammer

HQL40A DTH hammer
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HM40A DTH hammer

HD55A DTH hammer

HSD5A DTH hammer

HQL50A DTH hammer
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HM40A DTH hammer

HD55A DTH hammer

HSD5A DTH hammer

HQL50A DTH hammer
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HM50A DTH hammer

HD65A DTH hammer

HSD6A DTH hammer

HQL60A DTH hammer
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HM50A DTH hammer

HD65A DTH hammer

HSD6A DTH hammer

HQL60A DTH hammer
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HM60A DTH hammer

HD85A DTH hammer

HSD8A DTH hammer

HQL80A DTH hammer
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HM60A DTH hammer

HD85A DTH hammer

HSD8A DTH hammer

HQL80A DTH hammer
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HSD10A DTH hammer

HN100A DTH hammer

HSD12A DTH hammer

HD120A DTH hammer
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HSD10A DTH hammer

HN100A DTH hammer

HSD12A DTH hammer

HD120A DTH hammer
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HN120A DTH hammer

HN125A DTH hammer

Available DTH BIT selection

Face Shape Selection

Carbide Button Shape Selection

Suitable for all-round rock formation, especially for medium hard and
homogeneous rock formations. Excellent control over hole deviation.

Suitable for soft to a medium hard rock formation. Non-abrasive rock
formations. High penetration rate.

Suitable for hard and abrasive rock formations. Hard penetration 
rates and resistance to steel wash.

Concave

Convex

Flat Face

Domed/Spherical buttons 
Suitable for Abrasive and hard 
formation.

Parabolic/Semi Ballistic buttons 
for medium abrasive and hard 
formation.

Ballistic buttons
Suitable for medium abrasive and medium 
hard formation. They also can be used as 
gauge buttons for soft rock.
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HN120A DTH hammer

HN125A DTH hammer

Available DTH BIT selection

Face Shape Selection

Carbide Button Shape Selection

Suitable for all-round rock formation, especially for medium hard and
homogeneous rock formations. Excellent control over hole deviation.

Suitable for soft to a medium hard rock formation. Non-abrasive rock
formations. High penetration rate.

Suitable for hard and abrasive rock formations. Hard penetration 
rates and resistance to steel wash.

Concave

Convex

Flat Face

Domed/Spherical buttons 
Suitable for Abrasive and hard 
formation.

Parabolic/Semi Ballistic buttons 
for medium abrasive and hard 
formation.

Ballistic buttons
Suitable for medium abrasive and medium 
hard formation. They also can be used as 
gauge buttons for soft rock.
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3 inch DTH bit- The data is referenced by DHD3.5 flat face bit.

IR DHD3.5 (8 Spline) M30 (8 Spline)

COP32 (8 Spline)

QL30/COP34 (8 Splvv ine) BR 3 (6 Spline)

SPECIFICATIONS

4 inch DTH bit - The data is referenced by DHD340A flat face bit.

SPECIFICATIONS
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3 inch DTH bit- The data is referenced by DHD3.5 flat face bit.

IR DHD3.5 (8 Spline) M30 (8 Spline)

COP32 (8 Spline)

QL30/COP34 (8 Splvv ine) BR 3 (6 Spline)

SPECIFICATIONS

4 inch DTH bit - The data is referenced by DHD340A flat face bit.

SPECIFICATIONS
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5 inch DTH bit - The data is referenced by DHD350R flat face bit.

SPECIFICATIONS

6 inch DTH bit - The data is referenced by DHD360 concave face bit.

SPECIFICATIONS
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5 inch DTH bit - The data is referenced by DHD350R flat face bit.

SPECIFICATIONS

6 inch DTH bit - The data is referenced by DHD360 concave face bit.

SPECIFICATIONS
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8 inch DTH bit - The data is referenced by DHD380 concave face bit.

SPECIFICATIONS

10 inch DTH bit - The data is referenced by SD10 concave face bit.

SPECIFICATIONS
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8 inch DTH bit - The data is referenced by DHD380 concave face bit.

SPECIFICATIONS

10 inch DTH bit - The data is referenced by SD10 concave face bit.

SPECIFICATIONS
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12 inch DTH bit- The data is referenced by SD12 concave face bit.

DTH drill pipe

SPECIFICATIONS

RC HAMMERS

Features & Characteristics
Reverse Circulation hammer (RC hammer) is our most advanced product, used in deep hole 
exploration drilling and mining ore grade control, etc.

• Reference the design and production experience of conventional DTH 
hammer and combine the operating characteristics of RC hammer; internal 
structure design is optimized to ensure ideal energy transfer and high 
drilling speed as well as steady sampling.

• Simple internal structure and rigid components ensure long using life and 
easy maintenance of the hammer. 

• Sample tube is integrative designed and can be placed without 
disassembling of the hammer.
With carburizing treatment, the sample tube has good wear resistance. 

• RC bit has patented design. One hammer could drill different size of holes 
just by replacing
different size bits, and ensure no contamination of the sample as well.

• In difficult conditions such as loose soil, hard rock formation or plenty of 
water exists, sampling can be done well.
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12 inch DTH bit- The data is referenced by SD12 concave face bit.

DTH drill pipe

SPECIFICATIONS

RC HAMMERS

Features & Characteristics
Reverse Circulation hammer (RC hammer) is our most advanced product, used in deep hole 
exploration drilling and mining ore grade control, etc.

• Reference the design and production experience of conventional DTH 
hammer and combine the operating characteristics of RC hammer; internal 
structure design is optimized to ensure ideal energy transfer and high 
drilling speed as well as steady sampling.

• Simple internal structure and rigid components ensure long using life and 
easy maintenance of the hammer. 

• Sample tube is integrative designed and can be placed without 
disassembling of the hammer.
With carburizing treatment, the sample tube has good wear resistance. 

• RC bit has patented design. One hammer could drill different size of holes 
just by replacing
different size bits, and ensure no contamination of the sample as well.

• In difficult conditions such as loose soil, hard rock formation or plenty of 
water exists, sampling can be done well.
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RC BITS

Features & Characteristics
Uses higher grade carbides for longer life Minimizes hole erosion in fragile formations Drills 
faster through soft formations with less blockages Drills straighter through consolidated and 
unconsolidated formations.
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RC BITS

Features & Characteristics
Uses higher grade carbides for longer life Minimizes hole erosion in fragile formations Drills 
faster through soft formations with less blockages Drills straighter through consolidated and 
unconsolidated formations.
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Button Bits

Cross Bits and X Bits
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Button Bits

Cross Bits and X Bits
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Tapered Bits

Coupling Sleeves

Integral Drill Steel

1. DeviCore BBT

Continuous core orientation
The DeviCore BBT is the latest core orientation innovation from Devico. Unlike 
competing products the DeviCore BBT can be supplied with a patent pending scribing 
system adding a continuous scribe line to the core sample as it enters the inner tube. 
The DeviCore BBT was developed to be user friendly and efficient, keeping the 
influence on the daily production rates at a minimum. The kit includes two DeviCore 
BBT probes with changeable survey tools and a core barrel extension, and is ready to 
be assembled on the drilling equipment on site. The probes have a valve system in 
front securing that pump-in time is not affected.

Applications

Diamond Drilling core orientation
Down hole orientation
Geotechnical investigation
Exploration

Benefits

Technical Specifications:

Available for sales or rental
Cost effective core orientation system
Transferable electronics to other running gear sizes
Inclination data recorded
Highly robust and reliable
High precision system
Digital results with archived data, no manual results transcription
QA check
DeviSoft software easy to manage

Core Orientation
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Tapered Bits

Coupling Sleeves

Integral Drill Steel

1. DeviCore BBT

Continuous core orientation
The DeviCore BBT is the latest core orientation innovation from Devico. Unlike 
competing products the DeviCore BBT can be supplied with a patent pending scribing 
system adding a continuous scribe line to the core sample as it enters the inner tube. 
The DeviCore BBT was developed to be user friendly and efficient, keeping the 
influence on the daily production rates at a minimum. The kit includes two DeviCore 
BBT probes with changeable survey tools and a core barrel extension, and is ready to 
be assembled on the drilling equipment on site. The probes have a valve system in 
front securing that pump-in time is not affected.

Applications

Diamond Drilling core orientation
Down hole orientation
Geotechnical investigation
Exploration

Benefits

Technical Specifications:

Available for sales or rental
Cost effective core orientation system
Transferable electronics to other running gear sizes
Inclination data recorded
Highly robust and reliable
High precision system
Digital results with archived data, no manual results transcription
QA check
DeviSoft software easy to manage

Core Orientation
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The DeviHead is the new and unique core orientation system by Devico. Consisting of a 
miniature survey instrument small enough to fit inside a core barrel head assembly, the 
DeviHead offers a revolutionary system fully integrated with the drilling equipment. 
With the DeviHead no core barrel ajustments are neccessary, and core orientation may 
started or ended at any time without having to retrieve the drill string and core barrel 
from the drill hole. Utilizing the Devico BBT technology the DeviHead communicates 
wirelessly with a handheld device without the need of opening any threads. The kit 
includes two DeviHead units with changeable survey tools and spindle assemblies, and 
is ready to be used with any standard head assembly on site.

2. DeviHead Head

Assembly core orientation tool

Applications

Diamond Drilling core orientation
Down hole orientation
Geotechnical investigation
Exploration

Benefits

Available for sales or rental
Cost effective core orientation system
Transferable electronics to other running gear sizes
Inclination data recorded
Highly robust and reliable
High precision system
Digital results with archived data, no manual results transcription
QA check
DeviSoft software easy to manage

Technical Specifications:

Survey Instruments

Magnetic Single/ MultiShot High precision instrument with superior strength DeviShot is 
available in the standard 35mm diameter or in 30 mm for smaller diameter requirements 
projects. This rugged instrument measures the drill hole path, in a non-magnetic 
environment. Magnetically affected data points are flagged red within the software, 
alerting the user after download of the survey data. Bluetooth communication provides 
fast data transfer and download. DeviSoft software is both simple and intuitive and is 
used with both the DeviShot, DeviCore BBT and DeviFlex survey instruments. A long life 
internal replaceable battery means the DeviShot instrument can remain at the drill site 
without needing to be charged. The battery is expected to last up to 6 months before it 
needs to be exchanged.

1- DeviShot

Magnetic Single/ MultiShot

Applications

Technical Specifications:

Diamond Drilling Wireline, 
Pump down or conventional
Surface Diamond Drilling - 
Wireline
Pilot holes
Directional drilling
Exploration
Grade Control
Resource Definition
Geotechnical Investigation
Blast holes
Grout and control holes

Highly robust, repeatable and reliable
Simple and intuitive software
High accuracy
QA check Azimuth data at the rig
More cost effective and robust than gyro 
instruments
Independent azimuth and dip reading at each 
station
Long life battery lasts up to 6 months
Backed by the unbeatable Devico Repair 
Guarantee:

www.devico.com/warranty

Benefits
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The DeviHead is the new and unique core orientation system by Devico. Consisting of a 
miniature survey instrument small enough to fit inside a core barrel head assembly, the 
DeviHead offers a revolutionary system fully integrated with the drilling equipment. 
With the DeviHead no core barrel ajustments are neccessary, and core orientation may 
started or ended at any time without having to retrieve the drill string and core barrel 
from the drill hole. Utilizing the Devico BBT technology the DeviHead communicates 
wirelessly with a handheld device without the need of opening any threads. The kit 
includes two DeviHead units with changeable survey tools and spindle assemblies, and 
is ready to be used with any standard head assembly on site.

2. DeviHead Head

Assembly core orientation tool

Applications

Diamond Drilling core orientation
Down hole orientation
Geotechnical investigation
Exploration

Benefits

Available for sales or rental
Cost effective core orientation system
Transferable electronics to other running gear sizes
Inclination data recorded
Highly robust and reliable
High precision system
Digital results with archived data, no manual results transcription
QA check
DeviSoft software easy to manage

Technical Specifications:

Survey Instruments

Magnetic Single/ MultiShot High precision instrument with superior strength DeviShot is 
available in the standard 35mm diameter or in 30 mm for smaller diameter requirements 
projects. This rugged instrument measures the drill hole path, in a non-magnetic 
environment. Magnetically affected data points are flagged red within the software, 
alerting the user after download of the survey data. Bluetooth communication provides 
fast data transfer and download. DeviSoft software is both simple and intuitive and is 
used with both the DeviShot, DeviCore BBT and DeviFlex survey instruments. A long life 
internal replaceable battery means the DeviShot instrument can remain at the drill site 
without needing to be charged. The battery is expected to last up to 6 months before it 
needs to be exchanged.

1- DeviShot

Magnetic Single/ MultiShot

Applications

Technical Specifications:

Diamond Drilling Wireline, 
Pump down or conventional
Surface Diamond Drilling - 
Wireline
Pilot holes
Directional drilling
Exploration
Grade Control
Resource Definition
Geotechnical Investigation
Blast holes
Grout and control holes

Highly robust, repeatable and reliable
Simple and intuitive software
High accuracy
QA check Azimuth data at the rig
More cost effective and robust than gyro 
instruments
Independent azimuth and dip reading at each 
station
Long life battery lasts up to 6 months
Backed by the unbeatable Devico Repair 
Guarantee:

www.devico.com/warranty

Benefits
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Gone are the days when the survey tool had to stand still at each survey station to log data. 
The DeviFlex Rapid can be moved continuously without stopping from start to end of hole, 
and back again. DeviFlex Rapid is a package consisting the highly popular non-magnetic 
DeviFlex Auto-Rotate survey instrument, the smart DeviCounter and QA processing 
software. With these three technologies combined, the user can perform high accuracy 
surveys at a fraction of the time previously needed. This non-magnetic strain gauge survey 
tool is not affected by magnetics making it ideal for in-rod surveying, eliminating the 
guess-work associated with magnetic single/multishot survey instruments.

2- DeviFlex Rapid

Continuous High Speed Non-Magnetic Survey

Applications

Benefits

Underground Diamond Drilling Wireline, Pump down or conventional
Surface Diamond Drilling - Wireline
Pilot holes
Exploration
Grade Control
Resource Definition
Geotechnical Investigation
Suits a large variety of coring rods
Dip Range (+85° to -85°)

Improved driller safety
Continuous survey operation
Inrod surveying – not affected by 
magnetics
17 stage quality assurance check
Monthly battery recharge (400 
hrs use)

More cost effective and robust than gyro 
instruments
• Highly robust and reliable
• Simple and intuitive software
• High accuracy
• Zero drift over time
• Pause mid survey for up to 12 hours
• Backed by the unbeatable Devico Repair
 Guarantee: www.devico.com/warrantyTechnical Specifications:

Rig Alignment

True North Azimuth Alignment System The DeviSight is a portable battery operated 
system designed to make and record highly accurate measurements of True North 
azimuth, tilt and roll planes at drill sites.

1- DeviSight Surface

Applications

Diamond Drilling - Surface
Reverse Circulation - Surface
Geotechnical investigation
Exploration

Benefits

Available for sales or rental
The most cost effective Azimuth finder for surface use - north seeking gyro 
alignment systems are significantly more expensive
Export coordinates as digital data, no manual transcription
PDF report for archives and QA
High precision longitude, latitude and UTM coordinates
Highly robust and reliable
High precision system covering all Northern and Southern latitudes
Glonass and GPS satellites

Technical Specifications:
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Technical Specifications:

2- DeviAligner

Surface & Underground Alignment System

Applications
Diamond Drilling
Reverse Circulation
Geotechnical investigation
Exploration

Benefits

Available for sales or rental
Extremely high accuracy on both azimuth and inclination
Same accuracy both on surface and underground
Among the fastest alignment rate in the industry
No recalibration required over service life
Report for archives and QA
Controlled by Android app or web browser
Highly robust and reliable
High precision system covering all Northern and Southern latitudes
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Technical Specifications:

2- DeviAligner

Surface & Underground Alignment System

Applications
Diamond Drilling
Reverse Circulation
Geotechnical investigation
Exploration

Benefits

Available for sales or rental
Extremely high accuracy on both azimuth and inclination
Same accuracy both on surface and underground
Among the fastest alignment rate in the industry
No recalibration required over service life
Report for archives and QA
Controlled by Android app or web browser
Highly robust and reliable
High precision system covering all Northern and Southern latitudes

Core Tray

Core tray uses highly UV stabilized polypropylene leading to excellent long lasting efficiency 
which is proven in fields since 2000. Core tray has a resistance of 2,5 years against the 
sunbeam. 
Each core tray is given with a lid and 5 pieces of separators where separators can be easily 
labeled with a marker.
Easy to carry, Core trays and lids can be easily fit to each other. Beside this, core tray can be 
stocked and packed easily for transportation.
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